
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

ABC Frame
Min Age: 12 months

numbers, letters, alphabet, wooden

Wooden alphabet abacus

0143 *T0143*

Busy Bench
Min Age: 18 months

wooden, moving, beads, hammer,

Beautiful wooden activity bench with hammer

0127 *T0127*

Natural

Doll's House
Min Age:

Open plan dolls house, family, people, furniture, 
home, imaginative, fine motor skills

Beautiful wooden doll's house with familiy of 
people and furniture; choose whose room is 
whose and have fun playing all day

0549 *T0549*

Galt Hammer Pegs
Min Age: 12 months

wooden, pegs, hammer, striking, hand eye co-
ordination

Beautiful wooden pegs and a hammer for 
developing hand eye co-ordination and a love for 
DIY!

0139 *T0139*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Galt Pop up People
Min Age: 3 years

Hand eye co-ordination,wooden, counting, 
colour recognition

Galt wooden pop up people; push them in and 
then watch them pop up!

0489 *T0489*

Galt Shapes Puzzle
Min Age:

Wooden, colour and shape recognition, fine 
motor skills, tactile

Beautiful wooden shape board with 18 different 
pieces in different shapes and colours.

0502 *T0502*

Natural

Galt Wooden pop up figures
Min Age: 12 months

Wooden, hand eye co-ordination, surprise, motor 
skills, colours

Four different coloured people which when 
pushed into the wooden box, surprise you by 
popping up

0626 *T0626*

Hammer Pegs
Min Age: 12 months

wooden, pegs, hammer, colours, hand eye co-
ordination, language

Wooden coloured pegs which can be hammered 
into the base.

0010 *T0010*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Large wooden activity centre
Min Age: 12 months

Sensory activities on both sides make this great 
for non-moving babies and children; noise 
makers and rewards for players

0665 *T0665*

Little Doll's House
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden, house, furniture, people, families, 
imaginative play, fine motor skills

Delightful wooden house with 2 rooms upstairs 
and 2 rooms downstairs. Comes with lovely 
wooden furniture and a family of four which can 
be arranged in different ways every time you play.

0600 *T0600*

Natural

Magnetic Fishing Game
Min Age: 3 years

Hand eye co-ordination, patience, wooden, 
magnets

Game for 2 to 4 players with wooden fish which 
have to be caught with the magnetic fishing rods

0581 *T0581*

Magnetic Maze
Min Age: 5 years

Hand eye co-ordination, concentration, solitary 
play

Wooden maze with balls which need to be 
moved carefully using the handles into the centre.

0262 *T0262* 0420 *T0420*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Mobile Home
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden, traveller family, family, furniture

Wooden caravan with family people and 
furniture. Good to use to help develop 
understanding about homes and differences or 
before going on holiday

0565 *T0565*

Roll a ball house
Min Age: 18 months

wooden, balls, noisy, rolling, movement

Wooden House with slopes outside for balls to 
gently roll down

0126 *T0126*

Natural

Soft Play Cube
Min Age: 3 months

fabric play block, tactile, activities, soft, counting, 
language

Fabric activity cube with different activities 
including dressing bear and counting, shape and 
colour games

0057 *T0057*

Space Maze
Min Age: 3 years

Hand eye co-ordination, maze, moving

Wooden maze with attached space craft which 
can be moved around the board

0582 *T0582*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Threading beads
Min Age: 3 years

Fine motor skills, thread, wooden, beads, blocks, 
colours, counting

25 beads and 3 threads

0380 *T0380*

Threading blocks
Min Age: 3 years

threading, beads, wooden, lace

Different colours and shaped beads for threading 
with the lace.

0085 *T0085*

Natural

Wooden block trolley
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden, moving, bricks, stacking, wheels

Once your child is beginning to walk, this toddler 
truck encourages independant movement

0466 *T0466*

Wooden chunky threading blocks

Min Age: 2 years

Wooden, threading, blocks, hand eye co-
ordination

Extra large beautiful wooden beads for 
threading. Comes with red thread.

0421 *T0421*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Wooden football Game
Min Age:

Wooden, football, hand eye co-ordination

Wooden football game for 2 players which
uses a pinball technique to prevent goals being 
scored.

0409 *T0409*

Wooden lorry
Min Age: 18 months

wooden, truck, shapes, crane, small world, 
pretend

Wooden truck with coloured shape cargo all of 
which can be changed and pulled along by the 
string

0087 *T0087*

Natural

Wooden Magnetic Shapes
Min Age:

Magnetic, shapes, fine motor skills, 
concentration, designs, imagination, wooden

Wooden magnetic shapes in a case with 
magnetic boards for making patterns and 
pictures to your own design

0392 *T0392*

Wooden Rocking Horse
Min Age: 2 years

Wooden, horse, pretend

Beautiful wooden rocking horse which folds 
down flat for easy transportation.

0459 *T0459*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Natural

Wooden Sensory Blocks
Min Age:

Wooden, liquid, movement,stacking, motor skills, 
balance

Wooden blocks containing different elements 
which make different noises. Build them up and 
create patterns.

0488 *T0488*

Wooden Shape Game
Min Age: 3 years

Wooden, shape recognition, tactile

Wooden lotto / matching game with tactile 
shapes and spinner

0524 *T0524*

Natural

Wooden Shape Sorter
Min Age: 18 months

wooden, puzzle, sorting, shapes

Beautiful wooden shape sorter with different 
colour shapes

0138 *T0138*

Wooden stacking rings
Min Age: 18 months

wooden, stacking, rings,

Wooden rings with rod to stack them on yopped 
off with a smiling face.

0122 *T0122*
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